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This course is the required introduction for all master s and
doctoral PCC students in their first year of coursework It has
three goals First it allows students to become familiar with the
scholarly work and worldviews of the several core PCC faculty
each of whom presents the key ideas and insights that teacher
most wishes to emphasi e as his or her contribution to the
academic content and larger vision of the PCC program Second
students meet each other at the start of their journey in the
program and gain a sense of their cohort and the PCC
community Third the course includes an introduction to
essential skills in research writing and strategies for enhancing
their learning experience throughout the course of the program
Prerequisite Priority to PCC students

Science, Ecolog , &
Contested Kno ledge(s)

PARP 6522 Online 3 Units Fall 2021 Eli abeth Allison
To understand the current ecological crisis, we need to investigate the ontological and
epistemological foundations of our knowledge about the environment. The science of
ecology, in its social and biophysical permutations, is a dominant way of understanding the
natural environment. Examining the social construction of scientific and ecological
knowledge will shed light on how we know and what we know about the natural
environment. In this course, we will critically examine the social construction of scientific
and ecological knowledge, coming to see Western scientific knowledge as a particular
cultural phenomenon. We will examine countervailing epistemological understandings,
such as situated knowledge and traditional ecological knowledge, that challenge the idea of
a dispassionate and omniscient scientific viewpoint. We will investigate the compatibility of
religious and spiritual insights with ecological knowledge. Applying feminist and nonWestern epistemologies to environmental issues, we will seek to generate alternative ways of
understanding ecological crises, which may, in turn, generate healing alternatives.
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This course invites students to e plore the relevance of Alfred North
Whitehead s philosoph of organism for contemporar scientific cosmolog
The course begins ith ke historical influences including Friedrich
Schelling s Naturphilosophie William James s orld of pure e perience and
Henri Bergson s Creati e E olution The course then e amines Whitehead s
journe from mathematics and logic through the philosoph of science and
finall into the adventure of full blo n cosmological speculation Follo ing
the collapse of the Ne tonian paradigm in the earl
th centur
Whitehead as compelled to imagine a more adequate and comprehensive
philosophical background for the increasingl speciali ed and fragmented
natural sciences The course unpacks ho Whitehead s novel interpretations
of relativit quantum evolutionar and comple it theories makes it
possible to re enchant and ensoul the cosmos hile still remaining
consistent ith the latest scientific findings

The Book of Nature
PARP 6150 Online Fall 2021 3 Units Jake Sherman
Can the ancient metaphor of the book of nature provide us ith theoretical
and imaginative tools for a critique of the current crisis of nature and culture?
Increasingl , man see our current crisis cr stalli ed in the apparent conflict
bet een a humanism that ignores nature, on the one hand, and a naturalism
that arps and disfigures our understanding of humanit , on the other. Can
e look at things differentl ? This course seeks to respond to the prevailing
crisis through a critical reconsideration of the metaphor of the book of nature,
one of the central root metaphors for relating nature and culture throughout
Western histor . We ill follo the development of this trope from its
appearance in antiquit through to its high point of cultural influence in the
Middle Ages, its transformation in earl modern science and philosoph , and
its continuing importance for much Romantic and environmental literature.
Along the a , e ill also consider the role of the imagination in the
mediation of kno ledge, the relationship bet een allegor and metaph sics,
and the connection bet een dominant metaphors and the modes of
consciousness attaching to them.
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Thomas Berr
as one of the most influential ecological
thinkers of his time A prophetic voice against the devastation of Earth
Berr s poetic interpretation of the universe stor and call for a shamanic
t pe communion ith the planetar process reverberated through fields
such as eco philosoph ecological spiritualit
ne cosmolog
deep
ecolog and ecops cholog Berr s emphasis on cosmolog
orldvie
narrative and the po er stor like his concepts of the Ne Stor
the
Old Stor and being bet een stories
as remarkabl prescient and
remains profoundl relevant Berr s critiques of Western religion
institutions and anthropocentrism offer not onl an anal sis of the crisis of
modernit but the outlines of a path into a ne ecological era This course
ill e amine Thomas Berr s ritings teachings ideas and inspirations
including his various influences from Confucius to Teilhard de Chardin
from Indigenous spiritualit to contemporar science Through deep
engagement ith Berr s cosmological vision e ill gain perspective on
the religious roots of the ecological climate crisis and glimpse ne
possibilities for a contemporar orldvie that celebrates the unit of the
universe Earth and human
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The PCC and ESR MA In egra i e Seminar i he cap one
o he PCC and ESR jo rne req ired of all grad a ing
MA
den
The co r e i
r c red a a g ided
e ca a ion of o r jo rne
hro gh PCC or ESR
c lmina ing in a p blic alk ha di pla
o r kno ledge
and niq e per pec i e pre en ed before he PCC and ESR
comm ni ie fac l
and in i ed g e
The co r e
incl de in en i e prac ice and refinemen of p blic
peaking kill
ri ing e erci e orien ed o ard e ca a ing
and n he i ing o r kno ledge e plora ion of o r PCC
or ESR jo rne in rela ion o q e ion of karma and
ac i i ie o a i o in planning o r life af er grad a ion
Thro gh re ie of bjec and e
died and reflec ion
pon cla room and comm ni e perience o
ill dra
oge her an in egra ed and in egral concl ion o o r PCC
or ESR ed ca ion Prereq i i e ESR or PCC den No e
REQUIRED for MA den in heir final eme er
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PARP 6522 Online 3 Units Fall 2021 Eli abeth Allison
To understand the current ecological crisis, we need to investigate the ontological and
epistemological foundations of our knowledge about the environment. The science of
ecology, in its social and biophysical permutations, is a dominant way of understanding the
natural environment. Examining the social construction of scientific and ecological
knowledge will shed light on how we know and what we know about the natural
environment. In this course, we will critically examine the social construction of scientific
and ecological knowledge, coming to see Western scientific knowledge as a particular
cultural phenomenon. We will examine countervailing epistemological understandings,
such as situated knowledge and traditional ecological knowledge, that challenge the idea of
a dispassionate and omniscient scientific viewpoint. We will investigate the compatibility of
religious and spiritual insights with ecological knowledge. Applying feminist and nonWestern epistemologies to environmental issues, we will seek to generate alternative ways of
understanding ecological crises, which may, in turn, generate healing alternatives.

Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whorf basing their work on stud
of Native American languages developed a theor that suggested
that language is a conditioner of thought process This class will
begin b e amining this theoretical realm in preface to looking
closel at the Sanskrit theories of language that developed over
man centuries This course will e amine Sanskrit grammatical
theor its pol semic and pol gonal le ical structure theories of
the relationship between the world and language including the
notion that the universe is nothing but Sanskrit and theories of
mantra to e plore the unique linking of language and
consciousness in the traditions and theories of Sanskrit language
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Petroglyphs and ancient architecture the world over
reveal some of the earliest evidence of humanity’s
observations of celestial movements as markers of
time. Studying these sites provides an excellent
opportunity to learn about astronomical alignments
and the stories that integrated these cycles into the
spiritual and ecological lives of the people who
marked them. We will cover the equinoxes, solstices,
lunar standstills, the cycle of Venus, as well as some
constellations and stars from the perspectives of a
variety of ancient sites and cultural stories.
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An overview of the long intellectual tradition as well as the contemporary
academic field of archetypal cosmology The course will begin by tracing the
lineage from its roots in archaic astrology cosmology and Platonic Pythagorean
philosophy through its integration with depth psychology in the twentieth century
and then focus on recent developments in the field with guest lectures by current
practitioners and scholars There are no formal prerequisites but the courses
Psyche and Cosmos I or II PARP 00 or PARP 00 or some familiarity with
astrology is recommended

